
FALL 2017 I Everything Old Is New Again (40th Anniversary)
As handspinners, we’re always grateful for the knowledge of our forebears in the craft. But as we enter our fifth 
decade, we’ll consider what’s changed—and what hasn’t—in spinning. What has fallen out of favor, what’s new, 
and what should we take another look at? How will we be spinning in 2057? Issue is closed.

WINTER 2017/2018 I Warmth
For readers in the Northern Hemisphere, winter is coming; for our spinners Down Under, it’s just leaving. 
How does your handspinning combat winter’s chill? In this issue, we will feature tips on creating yarns with 
more loft and air, accentuating wool’s insulating properties. Or maybe you’re looking for spinning techniques 
to repel wind and moisture. When the temperatures plummet, how does your handspun shelter you from the 
storm? Issue is closed.

SPRING 2018 I Spinning Geekery! 
Some of us still wince when we hear “geek” or “nerd,” but these days the fascinated, slightly obsessed, and deep-
ly knowledgeable can wear our passions on our sleeves. Dive deep into your favorite subject. Help other spin-
ners understand the details that are so important to you in our craft. On an unrelated (but no less important) 
subject, we are planning a section on weaving in the Spring issue.  Submissions due May 25, 2017. Acceptances 
notified June 12, 2017. Articles and projects due July 24, 2017.

SUMMER 2018 I Local Color
Whether it’s indigo-dyed calico flapping in the Shanghai breeze, the bright primary colors of Scandinavian 
kitchens, or the green grass of England setting off the white   locks of sheep, the color of fibers, yarns, and 
textiles is always linked to a place. Naturally dyed or not, color has an address. Summer is traditionally our 
travel theme; as we explore the broad subject of color and techniques for mastering it, tell us the story of its 
place. Submissions due August 23, 2017. Acceptances notified September 12, 2017. Articles and projects due October 
23, 2017.

FALL 2018 I Utilitarian 
Taking our cue from the annual fall equipment theme, this issue examines the useful, long-lasting element of 
spinning. Whether you’re spinning to clothe your family or striving for a particular effect, take a look at the 
tools, fibers, and techniques we reach for to make useful yarn. Also consider the equipment you couldn’t live 
without, whether it’s purpose-built or pressed into service. Submissions due November 22, 2017. Acceptances noti-
fied December 11, 2017. Articles and projects due February 5, 2018.

WINTER 2018/2019 I Grassroots
The natural fiber issue celebrates all things wooly (and silky and cottony and so forth). Besides “what sheep 
eat,” grassroots also means the importance of the community in the world of fiber. Whether it’s developing a fi-
bershed, running a spinning guild, or teaching friends to spin, spinning has always been a craft nurtured by the 
community. The community may stretch around the world, but it’s created one spinner at a time. Submissions 
due March 16, 2018. Acceptances notified April 13, 2018. Articles and projects due May 29, 2018.
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